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A P P E A R A N C E S:Cornelius D. Shea, Esq.,for the City of HartfordWilliam W. Wilson, Staff Representative,for Local 234, Council 15, AFSCME, AFL-CIORobert J. Canavan, Esq.,for Local 308, IBPO, NAGESydney T. Schulman, Esq.,for the Complainant DECISIONandDISMISSAL OF COMPLAINTSOn November 17, 1970, Clarence Hyde filed with the Connecticut State Board of Labor Relations,hereinafter called the Board, his complaint against the City of Hartford, hereinafter the City, and onOctober 6, 1971, his amended complaint against Local 234, Council 15, American Federation of State,



County and Municipal Employees, AFL-CIO, and Local 308, International Brotherhood of Police Officers,National Association of Government Employees, alleging that each of the respondents had engaged andwas engaging in prohibited practices within the meaning of Section 7-470(a) of the Municipal EmployeeRelations Act, hereinafter the Act, in that (in substance) the City had failed to give him proper notice of ahearing in Step 3 of the grievance procedure and had refused to reschedule a hearing when it discoveredthat Hyde had not in fact received the notice of the original hearing; and in that the Unions failed todischarge their obligation to represent or assist him in the various proceedings that followed in the trainof Hyde's arrest on a criminal charge, including administrative and grievance steps.After the requisite administrative steps had been duly taken, the matter was brought on for hearingsbefore the Board at the Labor Department Building in Wethersfield, Connecticut, on March 21, April 19,May 16, May 17, May 19, and June 13, 1972. At these hearings the parties appeared and were representedby counsel. Full opportunity was given to adduce evidence, examine and cross examine witnesses, andmake argument. Written briefs were filed on behalf of the Complainant and the Unions, the last of themon August 1, 1972. On the basis of the entire record before us, we make the following findings of fact andconclusions of law.
Findings of Fact1. From November 10, 1967 to September 1, 1969, Clarence Hyde was a patrolman on the Hartfordpolice force.2. On the evening of September 1, 1969, at about 11:00 o'clock Hyde was arrested while in thevicinity of Canton and Main Streets, Hartford, and charged with breaking and entering withcriminal intent, larceny, and resisting arrest.3. At this time Hyde was off duty, not in uniform, and was exercising no official police function.

4. After his arrest, Hyde was suspended from duty pending the disposition of the criminal charge.5. The criminal charge was disposed of in April, 1970, by a plea of guilty to a reduced charge ofdisorderly conduct and the dropping of other charges, and by payment of a fine of $200. Hyde wasrepresented in the criminal proceeding by an attorney retained by him. No request was made thatthe Union retain counsel at this stage of the proceedings.6. Thereafter, on or about April 29, 1970, a disciplinary administrative hearing was held before theChief of Police on the basis of which Hyde was on the same day discharged from the police force.7. At all times material hereto there was in force between the City and Local 234 a collectivebargaining agreement which provided for a grievance procedure. This procedure included a so-called Step 3 which provided for review by the Director of Personnel of a ruling made by the Chiefof Police, "if the [the Director] so determines." A meeting upon such grievance is to be held "nolater than 10 working days after the receipt of the grievance" and the Director's decision is to berendered in writing "within fifteen working days of receipt of the grievance." Art. II, pp. 3, 4.8. The Contract also provides, as Step 4, an appeal to the State Board of Mediation and Arbitration“[i]f the Union is not satisfied with the decision rendered in Step 3."



9. On May 1, 1970, Hyde consulted Ronald J. Fedorowicz, Assistant Director of Personnel, whoexplained to him in detail the grievance procedure and its time limits. On the instruction ofFedorowicz, Hyde wrote out and handed in his grievance and Fedorowicz had written and handedto Hyde his acknowledgement of the same. Fedorowicz told Hyde that he would be notified of thetime of the hearing.10. On May 8, 1970, Fedorowicz wrote to Hyde that the date for the hearing had been set for Friday,May 15, 1970, at 2:00 p.m., in the conference room of the Personnel Department. This letter wassent by certified mail, return receipt requested, to Hyde at 160 Earle Street, which was his correctaddress at that time.11. The mail carrier tried to deliver this letter on May 11, 1970, but did not find Hyde at home and lefta notice of certified letter in the usual way.12. Hyde did not call for the letter and pursuant to regulations and custom the Post Office kept theletter for 15 days for delivery to Hyde and then on May 26, 1970, returned it to the sender.13. In,the meantime, on May 15, 1970, the hearing was convened in accordance with the letter, withthree police officers, an Assistant Chief of Police, and an employee of the Personnel Departmentpresent. When Hyde failed to appear, these persons were kept in attendance for half an hour, thenexcused.14. At this time the representatives of the City assumed that Hyde had received the notice but decidedto abandon further pursuit of the grievance, a matter of frequent occurrence.15. No attempt was made to send anyone to Hyde's address to see why he had not appeared, or to getin touch with him by telephone. It was not the practice to make such attempts. No telephonenumber for Hyde was then on file with the City.16. The City had formerly used police officers to deliver notices of grievance hearings but had foundthis system unsatisfactory. Thereafter the decision was made to use certified mail.17. After the scheduled hearing, the City waited until the last day the Personnel Director had, underthe Contract, to render his decision (viz. May 22, 1970) and then did so by letter as follows:"Dear Mr. Hyde:As you had requested, a meeting was arranged to provide you with anopportunity to appeal your discharge. Notice was sent to you, by certifiedmail on May 8, 1970, setting the time and place of the hearing as May 15,1970 at 2:00 P.M. in the Personnel Department. After a wait of 30minutes the hearing was adjourned.Your failure to appear constitutes a waiver of your rights under thegrievance procedure. The matter is hereby closed, disposition restingwith the decision made by the Police Department."18. This letter was addressed like that of May 8th and sent by like certified mail. The carrier did notfind Hyde at home when he first attempted to deliver this letter, and a notice of certified letter wasleft in the usual way. Hyde called for and received this letter on June 1, 1970.



19. Hyde testified that he was at home at 160 Earle Street on May 15, 1970, but there was noexplanation of why he did not receive the letter of May 8 or the notice to call for it, and noexplanation of why he failed to call for the May 22nd letter until June 1st.20. Soon after receiving the May 22nd letter Hyde saw Fedorowicz, explained that he had not receivednotice of the hearing on May 15th, and requested another hearing date.21. The Director and Assistant Director of Personnel believed that they were bound by the Contract torender the decision when they did and were not free to extend the time to do so without theunion's consent, and neither the City nor the Union took any steps toward an agreement to extendthe time so as to allow Hyde another hearing date.22. Hyde then sought to appeal to the State Board of Mediation and Arbitration and gave timely noticeof this appeal to the City.23. Said Board declined to entertain this appeal on the ground that the Act authorizes it to do so onlywhere the appeal is pursued either by a municipal employer or by an employee organization.Section 7-472(a).24. At Hyde's request, therefore, the president of the Local 234 wrote the following letter on July 2,1970, to the said Board:"In regard to Mr. Clarence Hyde's appeal, and that decision rendered byyour office, I am writing this letter to clear up a misunderstanding. Mr.Hyde notified your office of his intent to appeal your decision on hisdischarge from the Police Department, on June 5, 1970. Mr. Hyde statesthat this notification has to come from the union (Local 234), eventhough he is not represented by it. Let this letter be official notificationfrom us that Mr. Hyde acted with the intent of the union when notifyingyour office of his decision to appeal the Personnel Board's finding to theState Board of Mediation and Arbitration.I hope that this will clear up the technicality involved here, and let Mr.Hydes due process continue. If anything else remains to be done in thismatter please contact as soon as possible."25. This letter did not satisfy the requirement of the Board of Mediation and Arbitration; said Boardinsisted on a commitment by the Union to represent Hyde.26. On April 20, 1971, as a result of an election conducted under the auspices of this Board, Local 308of International Brotherhood of Police Officers was certified as the exclusive bargaining agent for aunit of employees of the City who were uniformed or investigatory members of the PoliceDepartment with exceptions not here material.27. Prior to that time Local 234, Council 15, American Federation of State, County & MunicipalEmployees, AFL-CIO, and/or its Trustee had been such bargaining representative. Local 234 hadbeen placed in trusteeship on or about October, 1970.28. The same men who had been officers of Local 234 immediately before its trusteeship were electedto similar offices in Local 308 immediately after its certification. The two organizations are,however, entirely distinct and independent of each other at all levels and, to the official knowledge



of this Board, there is strong rivalry and competition between them both in Hartford andthroughout the State.29. Hyde was a member of Local 234 at the time of the incidents and proceedings recounted inparagraphs 1 - 25, supra.30. Hyde did not ask for and did not receive Union representation at the disciplinary hearingdescribed in paragraph 6, supra.31. At the hearing before the Board Hyde could not recall whether he asked the Union forrepresentation at step 3 (before the Director of Personnel). (Tr. 27, 51)32. A few days before May 25, 1970, Hyde spoke to Kearns (then president of Local 234) and askedthat the Union provide legal counsel for him (Hyde).33. On May 25, 1970, Kearns wrote Hyde denying his request for legal counsel because his dischargewas the result of an incident that occurred while Hyde was off duty and therefore the case did notfit into the condition adopted by a vote of the membership on February 11th "that counsel wouldbe provided for union members in incidents arising from the line of duty or for the City ofHartford, or regarding official business."34. Thereafter, at the request of Hyde, Kearns wrote and sent the letter described in paragraph 24,supra. At the time it was sent both Hyde and Kearns believed this letter would suffice to bring theappeal before the Board of Mediation and Arbitration.35. On July 17, 1970, Hyde wrote Kearns as follows:"Thank you for your letter of May 25, 1970. Since the union[sic] has refused to provide legal counsel, money for anattorney, or any other help except to have papers processedthrough them, please advise me immediately of any papers,notices, etc. you receive so I can act immediately."36. On July 27, 1970, Hyde wrote Kearns as follows:"Pursuant to recent conversations, I am hereby requestingthat the union provide funds so that I can hire a lawyer torepresent me in the appeal of my case to the State Board ofMediation and Arbitration and to Court. My understanding isthat the rule passed in February relating to having a union-paid attorney for incidents arising off-duty does not apply tome since I was arrested prior to that time.Please let me know as soon as possible as I expect to hearfrom the Board shortly."



37. On August 21, 1970, Kearns wrote Hyde as follows:"Previous to any rule passed in February 1970, the ExecutiveBoard of Local 234 made the decisions relative to renderinglegal representation to the members. This power has alwaysbeen invested in the executive board. The motion passed inFebruary only serves to clarify and simplify the task ofarriving at a decision. It is still the decision of the executiveboard that you will not be furnished funds by the union forsecuring an attorney, and that decision must stand.The union is for the use of the members for purposes as thatare job related, and is not any private expense account for anyincident that might arise in the face of a member. If yourrecent conversations led you to be misinformed this wecannot be responsible for, as you did not converse withanyone on the union executive board. This it seems to me, iswhere you should have come if you felt you needed anyfurther explanations on this matter. If anything else needsclarifying please contact the union executive board and do nothold as truth what reaches you through conversation withothers.”38. There is no evidence before us of any further or other correspondence between Hyde and Kearns.39. There is no evidence before us that Hyde informed Kearns of the insufficiency of the letter set outin paragraph 24 or that he made any request for representation at any hearing by a lay unionmember (as distinguished from an attorney).40. Hyde did not ask Kearns for information about the grievance procedure nor what steps he shouldtake and the time for taking them, and Kearns did not volunteer such information.41. It was not the practice of the union to volunteer such information to its members. Kearnsexplained the Union practice as follows: "[I]f there's an aggrieved person, he approaches theUnion. We do not solicit a grievance … [but] try very hard to keep grievances to a minimum. Theless grievances we have, we’ve got a happier family." (Tr. 548).42. Local 234 did not have sufficient funds to pay for legal counsel to defend all criminal ordepartmental charges brought against its members, nor to prosecute all grievances which itsmembers might have.43. Over the years a policy had been developed that the Union "would provide legal counsel, eitherwithin the Department or outside the department, whenever the offense charged or the offensegave rise to something which … might affect a broad number of men in the Department ... ;" but if itwas a matter of individual crime or misdeed or discipline the Union did not provide counsel. Thishad been worked out by decisions of the Executive Committee on a case by case basis. (Tr. 106-107) The practice of providing lay union representation was far more liberal. (Tr. 197)44. The vote of February 11, 1970, was simply an attempt to codify or clarify this practice, though itstated the policy in terms of on-duty or off-duty incidents which did not exactly coincide with themore careful formulation quoted in paragraph 43, supra, from the testimony of a Union attorney.



45. Hyde's case did not fit into the test applied by the Union (for determining whether to providecounsel) under either formulation of that test.46. Hyde's counsel at the hearing before the Board tried to show a pattern of discrimination by theUnion against Black and Puerto Rican officers with respect to providing counsel, but the evidencetotally failed to show any instance in which the Union had retained counsel for any officer in asituation having material resemblance to Hyde's (i.e. an off-duty incident having no relation topolice functions or to working conditions, except for the disciplinary measures imposed).47. Although the amended complaint alleges (par. c.) that "two other officers were arrested while offduty but received official backing and representation by Union counsel and were acquitted at trialin January 1970," it appeared at the hearing that these two (white) officers in fact were refusedcounsel at Union expense and retained privately at their own expense Joseph Fazzano, Esq., whoalso serves as counsel for the Union in other matters.48. While the evidence did show that some of the personnel of Local 234 may have acted in adiscriminatory way towards Black and Puerto Rican officers in two other cases, yet their decisionwas countermanded by higher union authority in at least one of the cases and falls far short ofconstituting a pattern. Moreover, these instances were altogether different from HYde's case.49. There is no evidence to connect Local 308 or the International Brotherhood of Police Officers withthe events complained of.50. The City is a municipal employer within the meaning of the Act.51. Both unions involved are employee organizations within the meaning of the Act.
Conclusions of Law1. The conduct of the City as disclosed by the evidence in this case, either(a) with respect to giving of notice of the time and place of the hearing of May 15, 1970, or(b) with respect to upholding the discharge without further notice, or(c) with respect to denying Hyde's request for a rescheduled hearing,did not singly or in combination constitute a violation of the Act.2. There is no legal basis for finding a significant connection between Local 308, InternationalBrotherhood of Police Officers, and the conduct complained of by the Complainant.3. The conduct of Local 234, American Federation of State, County and Municipal Employees , AFL-CIO, as disclosed by the evidence in this case in failing to give Clarence Hyde more support and/orassistance than it gave him did not constitute a violation of the Act.



DiscussionThe most difficult question posed by the evidence in this case is whether the city should have scheduledanother hearing for Hyde at Step 3 after it found out that Hyde had not received the notice of the May15th hearing. The question, as it must be decided by this Board is simply whether that failure constitutesa prohibited practice within the meaning of Section 7-470(a) of the Act. This Board has no generalauthority or roving commission to supervise the wisdom or the morality of municipal conduct, but onlyto determine whether that constitutes a violation of the Act we are charged with administering.Section 7-468 of the Act gives the right to an individual employee to "present a grievance to his employerand have the grievance adjusted ... ” Section 7-470( a) prohibits municipal employers “from: (1)Interfering, restraining or coercing employees in the exercise of the rights guaranteed in section 7-468."The only question then which we have the legal power to decide is this: did the City's failure to schedule anew hearing under the circumstances interfere with or restrain or coerce Hyde in the exercise of his rightto present his grievance and have it adjusted? It may be assumed that failure to take reasonable steps tonotify Hyde of the hearing would constitute such interference and we must inquire whether there wassuch failure.Clearly a city and the bargaining agent may prescribe reasonable rules for the processing of grievancesand they have done so in this case by the clauses of the Contract which provi.de for the different stepsand the time limits within which the various parts of the process are to be taken. At Step 3, for example,the Director of Personnel "in any case shall render his decision in writing within 15 working days ofreceipt of the grievance." (p. 4) These strict time limits are generally inserted at the Union’s insistence,not the employer’s.Within the framework of the Contract the City must devise reasonable means for fulfilling its role in theprocedures. This includes provisions for giving notice, e.g., of hearings. The evidence in this case showedthat the City had conscientiously sought a reliable means of giving notice in police cases. It had tried andabandoned the personal delivery of notices by other police officers, and resorted to a means often chosenby courts and legislatures as reliable, namely certified mail return receipt requested. When the City usedthis method of giving notice to Hyde it acted reasonably and accorded him due process. This surely meetsthe test of Mullane v. Central Hanover Bank & Trust Co., 339 U.S. 306 (1950). See Durfee v. Durfee, 293Mass. 472, 200 N.E. 395 (1936); F. James, Civil Procedure 652 (1965).The complainant's brief twice states that this letter of notice was sent to the wrong address, but theevidence clearly shows that this was not so; the letter was sent to 160 Carle Street where Hyde himselftestified that he lived at that time and where a later letter from the City did in fact reach him.Up to the time of the hearing, then, the City's conduct was altogether reasonable and constituted noviolation of the Act. When the time of hearing arrived the City's representatives and witnesses appearedbut Hyde did not. This was not an unusual occurrence and the City's representatives were reasonable inassuming that Hyde had received the notice and had simply abandoned his grievance. The complainanturges that the City should then have telephoned Hyde but the evidence shows that the City did not havehis telephone number (Tr. 88) which suggests that he had no phone. The City had not made it a practiceto “attempt to contact grievants ... ” and did not do so on this occasion. We do not find that this failureconstituted a breach of fundamental fairness of due process, or of the Act. On May 1st Hyde knew that thehearing was to be scheduled soon; the City was aware of his knowledge and it knew also that it had takenreasonable steps to notify him of the time and place of the hearing. Moreover the City waited and kept thewitnesses half an hour before excusing them; and then waited another week before taking final action.We cannot hold this unreasonable.



The only close question is whether the City committed a prohibited practice by declining to reopen itsfinal disposition of the grievance and to set a new date for a hearing. One member of the Board, Mrs.McCaffery, believes that the City's failure to seek Union approval for this step (and also the Union's failureto seek and come to such an agreement) constituted a breach of the duties imposed upon these parties bythe Act, since by the time it was discovered that Hyde had not received the notice, it was too late for Hydehimself to take curative steps. She would therefore favor an order that these parties come to such anarrangement now and give Hyde the hearing which he sought in May of 1970. She does not, however,favor an order of reinstatement or the award of back pay or damages.A majority of us find that the City did not violate the Act in declining to do these things. Perhaps it wouldhave been wiser and more expedient to seek a rescheduled hearing. This is a judgment which we are notempowered nor equipped to make. We do not feel that the failure to do so constituted a breach of the Act.Legal procedures must all reach a point of relative finality and repose and when that point is reached ittakes a stronger showing to upset an adjustment already made than it does to change the course of thingsbefore that point is reached. Here the City, as we find, took all reasonable steps before the hearing to givenotice of the hearing to Hyde. Indeed it had leaned over backward in the matter since the taking of Step 3is not a matter of right but is to be entertained by the Director of Personnel “if he so determines." (p. 4)Having exercised its discretion in favor of Hyde in allowing the step and taken reasonable steps to assurenotice the City fulfilled its statutory duty not to interfere with Hyde's presenting his grievance and havingit adjusted. To be sure we are satisfied that for some reason Hyde did not receive the notice but thecircumstances surrounding the non-receipt do not satisfactorily explain it and surely Hyde had someobligation to pick up a notice of certified mail and call promptly for the letter. The only explanationoffered in complainant's brief is that the notice letter bore the wrong address, but as we have seen thisflies in the face of uncontradicted evidence. Hyde's failure to call for the May 22nd letter until June 1stsuggests rather some weakness in his arrangements for receiving mail communications. On the wholerecord we are far from satisfied that Hyde's case was one of wholly "excusable neglect."During the hearing the City sought to show that Hyde had been discharged for looting a package store ona night of serious rioting, having been caught red-handed. This was first offered to show that Hyde'sgrievance was without substantive merit. Hyde's counsel strenuously objected to this evidence, puttinghis claim against the City solely on the procedural ground of inadequate notice of the step 3 hearing. Thishe was, of course, entitled to do and it may well have been the wisest course for him to follow. In the faceof it, however, we can scarcely assume that a serious miscarriage of justice lurks behind the City'sinsistence on its rather technical position.
IISo far as Local 308 and International Brotherhood of Police Officers are concerned there is no basiswhatever for holding them liable under the amended complaint for acts that took place many monthsbefore they became the statutory bargaining agents. From our own involvement in the hard foughtstruggle between them and their predecessor we know that this is not a case where either can beregarded as alter ego of the other.
IIISo far as Local 234 is concerned the evidence before us shows no breach of the Act in its conduct withrespect to Hyde's case.



Section 7-468(c) of the Act imposes on an employee organization the duty to “be responsible forrepresenting the interests of all [bargaining unit] employees without discrimination and without regardto employee organization membership." Section 7-470(b) prohibits such organizations from "Restrainingor coercing … employees in the exercise of the rights guaranteed in subsection (a) of Section 7-468 ... ”(emphasis supplied). The Act does not appear, therefore, expressly to make it a prohibited practice for aUnion to fail to fulfill the responsibilities imposed on it by subsection (c) of Section 7-468. For thepurposes of this case, however, we shall assume that such failure would constitute a prohibited practice;certainly it would be reprehensible conduct for which some remedy should be provided.The question is then whether any failure on the union's part to supply Hyde with representation at anystage of the proceedings which arose out of his arrest on September 1, 1969, constituted a failure torepresent bargaining unit employees "without discrimination." The evidence before us makes it clear thatit did not do so.Whatever happened on the night of September 1, 1969, Hyde's conduct was concededly off-duty and hadno connection with his duties as a police officer. The question presented was simply whether or not hewas guilty of an individual criminal act -- looting a liquor store during a period of rioting or "civildisturbance."So far as the criminal charge goes, it is clear from the evidence that the Union had never furnishedcounsel to anyone, Puerto Rican, Black or White, under similar circumstances, although the complaint,paragraph (c), suggests that Hyde mistakenly thought otherwise. Moreover Hyde did not ask for counselat this stage of the proceedings and it is undisputed that the Union never furnished counsel without arequest.So far as representation in the administrative proceedings is concerned a similar situation existedalthough there is an unclear suggestion that on one occasion the Union may have furnished counsel tosecure back pay following the acquittal of a white police officer on the criminal charge for which he hadbeen suspended. (Tr. 315) That case was very different from Hyde's, however. No one familiar with thepractical aspects of the criminal process would equate the disposition of the criminal charges againstHyde with an acquittal.On the whole evidence we are satisfied that the union would have accorded a white officer exactly thesame treatment that was accorded to Hyde, under the same circumstances.There still remains a question, not clearly raised either by the complaint or by complainant's brief,whether the Union had a legal obligation to represent Hyde in his appeal to the Board of Mediation andArbitration. It appears that that Board construes the Act (section 7-472) as empowering it to entertain anappeal only if the appeal is actively sought by a municipal employer or by an employee organization, andthat the steps taken by Local 234 in Hyde's case did not satisfy this requirement. It also appears thatJoseph Fazzano, Esq., disagrees with this interpretation of the Act. We believe we should accept theinterpretation of our sister Board for the purposes of this case, and inquire whether this ruling puts abargaining representative under a legal duty to prosecute a grievance to this stage in a case like Hyde's.This question, it will be noted, is not one of discrimination but rather one of whether the union's duty toanyone extends so far.We find no breach of duty on this ground. In the first place, if any such duty exists it is only one to furnishunion representation and not necessarily one to supply legal counsel. We find that the Union was free toadopt, as it did, a reasonable rule limiting the situations in which it would furnish legal counsel. Moreoverwe find that the Union was under no duty to furnish any kind of representation without request and therecord fails to show that the Union was ever asked to furnish lay representation in the appeal to the



Board of Mediation and Arbitration, or even advised of the insufficiency of its letter to open up the appealprocess to Hyde.Beyond all that, we do not believe that the Act obliges a union in all casas to furnish representation onsuch appeal. Not all grievances are justified or reasonable. Responsible unionism requires unions toscreen grievances and decide which ones should be pressed, and how far. The Act, we think, implicitlyrecognizes this. As a complement, Section 7-468(d) permits an individual to process a grievance, at leastin its initial stages, so that the exercise of union judgment will not altogether cut him off. If, however, theinterpretation given to Section 7-472 by our sister Board is correct, we believe that this represents alegislative determination that union approval is required before a grievance may be processed throughan appeal to that Board. "And this, in turn, reflects a determination that the union's integrity andjudgment may generally be relied on to safeguard the legitimate interests of its members (an assumptionquite in keeping with the underlying philosophy of the Act).The correlative of this vesting in the union of discretion in processing grievances is an obligation on theunion's part to exercise its discretion responsibly, fairly, and without discrimination. The complainanttried to show in the present case that Local 234 had not done so in the past and that there had been apattern of discrimination by this union against Blacks and Puerto Ricans. The evidence did persuade usthat there had indeed been a few such instances, at least on the local level, and that these shortcomingshad generated tension and distrust which made a peculiarly unfortunate background for the present case.To this extent this union has itself to blame for being subjected to the trouble and expense of defendingagainst Hyde's complaint.These past instances of injustice do not, however, dispose of Hyde's case and they do not show that theUnion's treatment of him was the product of bias or discrimination (although they naturally tend to makepeople who do not know all the facts suspect that this is the case). As we have said above we are satisfiedthat under the circumstances disclosed by the evidence in the present case Local 234 would have givenany member of the bargaining unit the same treatment it gave Hyde. Surely there is nothing in the recordbefore us to suggest that his grievance was so meritorious that it was an abuse of discretion to fail to giveit more support than was given.
O R D E RBy virtue of and pursuant to the powers vested in the Connecticut State Board of Labor Relations by theMunicipal Employee Relations Act, it isORDERED, that the complaint and the amended complaint herein be, and the same hereby are, dismissed.

CONNECTICUT STATE BOARD OF LABORRELATIONS BY:
s/ Fleming James, Jr.

Chairman

s/ Dorothy Kane McCaffery
Member

s/ Patrick F. Bosse
Member


